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ABSTRACT
A common fixture of computer systems research are Visuali-
sation-in-the-Loop Tools: tools that produce complex output
data and require a human user to interpret the data visually.
However, systems research frequently omits or sidelines de-
tails of the visualisation components that were necessary
for the tool. In a survey of 1,274 recent systems papers we
find that at least 7.7% (98) of them present a visualisation-in-
the-loop tool. We also find that the majority of these publi-
cations pay no attention and give little explanation to imple-
mented visualisations. We propose that the impact and reach
of visualisation-in-the-loop systems research can be greatly
enhanced when exposition is given to visualisation, and pro-
pose a concrete checklist of steps for authors to realise this
opportunity.

CCS CONCEPTS
• General and reference → Surveys and overviews; •
Human-centered computing → Interactive systems
and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Humans are an integral part of building, testing, deploying,
operating, and troubleshooting computer systems. Modern
systems are large, complex, and always-on, giving rise to
disciplines such as site reliability engineering, and blurring
the boundaries between development and operations, with
devops roles and on-call duties commonplace in industry.

Visualisation-in-the-Loop Tools (VL-Tools) are thus impor-
tant in practice and commonplace in the systems research
literature as they inherently rely on human users to interact
with and interpret output data from systems. VL-Tools are
software tools to aid the developers and operators of com-
puter systems. VL-Tools typically analyse a system’s code,
configuration, deployment, or runtime execution, to provide
human users insight into the system’s behavior and prop-
erties. They achieve this by producing complex data which
must be interpreted by a human and is often presented in
a custom visualisation component of the tool, to aid the
analysis. Although other interaction modalities outside of
visualisation do exist, visualisation is commonplace and thus
we focus on VL-Tools.

Consider distributed tracing as a running example; we will
revisit this example throughout the paper, but emphasise
that the key aspects it highlights are prevalent in all forms of
VL-Tools. A key use case of distributed tracing is debugging
anomalous requests in distributed systems.While distributed
tracing research primarily focuses on how to capture trace
data across machines at runtime, taking the technical pieces
in isolation elides a critical step: the recorded trace data is
complex (an annotated directed acyclic graph); the data is
presented to users through a graph or timeline visualisa-
tion; and the user is ultimately responsible for exploring and
interpreting the visualisation to intuit any anomaly’s root
cause [42].

User interfaces and visualisations thus influence how effec-
tive a VL-Tool is. Human users are needed when tasks cannot
be fully automated, andmany tasks are time-critical and com-
plex. Visualisation is enormously useful in this setting be-
cause interpreting raw data directly can be slow, unintuitive,
and error prone. In distributed tracing, visualisations have
repeatedly surfaced in the research literature for this reason,
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(a) Magpie [6] developed a timeline visualisation that dis-
plays resource events grouped by thread and highlights pro-
cessing time of a request in each thread.

(b) Dapper [48] inspired by timelines of Magpie [6] intro-
duced spans, an abstraction for RPC calls, and visualises
them in a hierarchical timeline.
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(c) Canopy [24] extends Dapper’s swimlanes with flame
graphs [18] and context aggregated across many requests.

(d) The open-source Jaeger [22] is inspired by Dapper (cf. 1b)
and incorporates aspects of Canopy [24].

Figure 1: The canonical “swimlane” visualisation found
in distributed tracing tools has evolved across multiple
works.

from the event timelines in Magpie [6], to span waterfalls in
Dapper [48], to aggregations in Canopy [24] (cf. Figure 1).

Yet the distributed tracing example is atypical. Many sys-
tems research papers introduce tools with complex outputs,
but leave the visualisation components and requirements
unexplained, unpresented, or only implied. In §3 we survey

1,274 research papers published over the last 5 years at top
systems conferences. We found that almost 8% of all papers
described tools that relied on human user interpretation of
complex outputs, well-suited to visualisation. However, less
than 30% of these papers show an example, or explain how
or if they visualised the output. Furthermore, only 17% of
these papers motivate the design decisions for presenting
the outputs. These results are not counterbalanced by sys-
tems publications in the visualisation research community
either: over the 5 years covered by our survey out of roughly
950 papers published at IEEE VIS (the premier visualisation
conference) only 8 held relevance to systems visualisation
problems.
This demonstrates a missed opportunity for systems re-

search: practitioners require a solution for the UI and visu-
alisation components, without which interpreting complex
data outputs is cumbersome and error prone. Yet without ex-
plicit consideration in the research literature, the challenge
of designing and implementing visualisation components is
pushed to practitioners, raising the barrier for adoption and
hindering potential impact.

Within our example of distributed tracing, prior research
on trace comparison [43, 44] has influenced later features
in open-source tools [46]; however, long-standing problems
such as accessible visualisation for non-experts [47] have
received little attention and remain a major pain point for
practitioners [30, 47].

The essence of the problem is missing exposition. Systems
research often omits details of visualisation, even when these
components exist. By doing so, it forgoes an opportunity to
disseminate new problems and domain insights to a wider
audience of visualisation researchers and practitioners. A
proof of concept, no matter how unrefined, can still have
surprising impact: in our running example, all distributed
tracing tools we know of base their visualisations on the
span swimlanes first presented by Dapper [48].
In this paper we show that systems research has histori-

cally under-presented the user-facing visualisations. The de-
tails that readers require are often simple, such as prototype
screenshots; yet they make the visualisation requirements
concrete, offer a problem definition, and highlight subtleties
and unexpected challenges that can arise.
We outline our solution in §4: a checklist of 5 questions

adapted from the “what, why, how” principle for designing
and presenting visualisations [34]. In following the checklist,
systems researchers methodically and concisely produce a
description of the user-facing visualisations, the problem defi-
nition for these components, challenges already encountered,
and insights into possible future visualisation approaches.
We hope that by shining the spotlight on visualisation we
can increase the impact of systems research by extending its
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reach to a broader audience of practitioners, visualisation
researchers, and systems researchers.

2 MOTIVATION
2.1 VL-Tools: Visualisation-in-the-Loop

Tools
VL-Tools are software tools that aid system developers and
operators with some high-level task, and present output that
those human users must interpret and reason about visually.
In general, VL-Tools commonly analyse a system’s code,
configuration, deployment, or runtime execution; and their
goal is often to provide users with actionable insight into the
system’s behavior and properties. VL-Tools produce output
data that is large, structured, and multi-dimensional, and
users benefit from having data visualisations rather than
consuming the data in its raw from. Users may also need to
correlate the output data with other sources (e.g. a source
code base), further increasing the task complexity.

Concretely, we use the term VL-Tools to refer to tools that:
• produce complex, potentially multi-faceted data;
• produce data that is well-suited to visualisation;
• require humans to visually interpret the output data
and make decisions based on it;

• cannot be automated fully, or automation cannot be
fully trusted;

• and benefit when human users perform their task
faster and more effectively.

Our interest in VL-Tools stems from a simple premise: if
a user has to interpret complex data output by a tool and
make decisions based on this interpretation, then how users
consume the output – through UIs and visualisation – is
of significant importance. Consider the following example
areas and tools:
Distributed tracing tools such as Dapper [48]. These tools
aid operators in understanding and debugging problems in
distributed systems. They produce traces of requests, com-
prising numerous logging statements and latency measure-
ments, ordered into a directed acyclic graph. Human opera-
tors manually inspect individual traces, typically aided by a
swimlane visualisation (cf. Figure 1), to gain detailed insight
into a request’s execution.
Network Profiling Tools such as tpprof[53] facilitate users
in designing, understanding and optimising networks. These
tools process and rank complex usage data in order to present
traffic as composite graphs and heatmaps. This output is
leveraged by operators in the implementation and mainte-
nance of networks.
System Modeling Tools generate models of system be-
havior from profiling data (e.g. resource consumption mod-
els [52]), often incorporating static analysis of source code.

Human users can inspect these models to aid system under-
standing and problem diagnosis (e.g. diagnosing scheduling
problems).
Network Configuration Tools such as SelfStarter[23] col-
late data from multiple nodes and sources of varying for-
mats(such as access control lists) and allow system operators
to detect outliers. SelfStarter presents this information using
a template structure which highlights anomalous discrepan-
cies and allows the user to mitigate misconfigurations caused
by a range of different factors.

Other topics where VL-Tools are prevalent include debug-
ging, modelling, and performance analysis, at the application,
operating system, and network level. An example of a tool
that does not meet the criteria for a VL-Tool would be a
command-line tool that produces basic or trivial output and
doesn’t require humans to perform a complex task. Likewise,
many systems research topics may have usability concerns
(e.g. research on high-level programming APIs) but do not
meet the criteria for VL-Tools. Finally, while there exist in-
teraction modalities outside of visualisation, these are not
the focus of this work.

2.2 Opportunities
Users are central to motivating VL-Tools, but thereafter re-
search often focuses on the technical challenges of making
the tool a reality. This is commonplace in systems research,
as we show in §3, but not surprising: if we cannot overcome
the technical challenges then the tool isn’t possible in the
first place. In the use cases introduced in §2.1, the research
primarily focuses on those technical challenges. Distributed
tracing, for example, focuses on how to causally relate infor-
mation across machines, the instrumentation needed at the
system level, and how to collect and reconstruct recorded
information into traces.

The contribution of research that introduces a VL-Tool is
therefore primarily demonstrating that such a tool is techni-
cally possible. Nonetheless, we argue that research should
be careful not to lose sight of the human users of these tools.
Concretely, there are three broader opportunities available
to research that successfully ‘closes the loop’ of the VL-Tool
back to its human users and exposes how the complex out-
put of the data is presented. Namely, doing so increases the
potential impact, by extending the reach of research to practi-
tioners, human computer interaction (HCI) and visualisation
researchers, and ultimately back to systems researchers.
Practitioners. Practitioners are often the intended audi-
ence and motivation for VL-Tools, and thus an important
measure of success is whether research ideas proliferate into
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practice. For a tool to be feasible, it cannot omit the visual-
isation or user interface that human users are expected to
interact with.

Consider again distributed tracing. Open-source tools Jaeg-
er [22] and Zipkin [55] both leverage designs from Dap-
per [48] (Figure 1), a tool developed by industrial researchers,
where there is clear impetus for practical tools and the au-
thors explicitly present their visualisation approach for dis-
tributed tracing. By contrast, X-Trace [15], an academic dis-
tributed tracing tool, only introduced its visualisation in later
experience reports [14, 41].

Research that ‘closes the loop’ of a VL-Tool back to human
users is more accessible to practitioners and has the potential
for practical impact. The key to seizing this opportunity is
to reduce uncertainty around what is needed to take a tool
from research prototype to usable in practice.

If the research paper does not explicitly discuss the visual-
isation then it introduces doubt about how feasible the tool
might be and whether there exist unmentioned or unsolved
challenges.
On the other hand, research that does discuss visualisa-

tion reduces this uncertainty, even if some challenges are
unsolved. Screenshots or descriptions of prototypes serve
both as evidence and as starting points for practitioners, even
though these may only be byproducts of the research.
For example, Figure 1 illustrates how the the standard

swimlane diagram used by today’s distributed tracing tools
evolved from ideas presented by Magpie [6] and Dapper [48].

Eliminating uncertainty increases the appeal to practition-
ers who may want to implement ideas. This is even the case
for unsolved challenges.
Visualisation Research. VL-Tools are human-in-the-loop
solutions to systems problems which provide visualisation
to their user and are therefore a natural fit for visualisation
research [34]. Visualisation research can address common
challenges shared by different kinds of data and VL-Tools.
An example are dashboards that report metrics to system
operators. Dashboards are commonplace in performance
monitoring tools, and in their general form, decision sup-
port dashboards have received significant attention in the
visualisation literature [45].

In general, VL-Tools wrangle multi-dimensional, multi-
faceted, and structured data – a difficult research challenge
that receives attention across a wide range of application do-
mains [25, 29, 49]. Of particular note are medical science and
bioinformatics, where a focus on user interaction and visual-
isation has spurred development and adoption of common
visualisation approaches [36, 38, 39], and so much research
interest that dedicated visualisation conferences now exist
in this field [19]. Similarly, high-performance computing has

received attention due to the importance of performance
optimisation and relatively homogeneous systems [21].
In contrast to these other application domains, VL-Tools

receive relatively little direct attention in the visualisation
literature. In the past 5 years of IEEE VIS out of roughly 950
papers we found only 1 VL-Tool paper (CloudDet [51], cen-
tered on cloud performance anomalies) and a further 7 papers
with broad similarities (4 software engineering [12, 20, 26, 33]
and 3 high-performance computing [28, 35, 50]). Generally,
we have observed that when VL-Tools are presented in visu-
alisation literature, it is often by the same group responsible
for developing the original VL-Tool. For example, Spectro-
scope [43, 44], Pajé [10, 37] and ShiViz [7, 17] each have
tandem contributions in systems and visualisation.

We believe this observation demonstrates a missed oppor-
tunity for systems research. Interesting visualisation chal-
lenges exist in VL-Tools, but by default, only systems re-
searchers have visibility of those challenges. In the afore-
mentioned examples, researchers were able to pursue visu-
alisation research because they were already familiar with
the VL-Tool and application domain. For researchers outside
of this expert core, a lack of domain expertise and a clear
problem statement are domain and abstraction threats to be
avoided [34]. Thus, when systems researchers choose not to
pursue visualisation research questions, there is little chance
that other researchers will pursue them either. Overall, this
situation leads to point solutions for specific VL-Tools, but lit-
tle technique-driven research that addresses commonalities
across many tools.
To benefit from the attention of visualisation research,

VL-Tools must offer visibility of their challenges. For sys-
tems researchers this entails communicating details about
the human-facing components, and specifically how they
present their complex output to users. Counter-intuitively,
there is substantial value when systems research acknowl-
edges visualisation and interaction challenges that it hasn’t
addressed, because this still ‘closes the loop’ back to hu-
man users and exposes details, difficulties, and nuances. It
highlights an extant need for further research and makes
it possible for readers to extract common challenges that
transcend individual tools. Lastly, it provides a starting point
for HCI and visualisation researchers to approach problems
without requiring a priori application domain knowledge.
Systems Community. The needs of human-users can also
drive systems research into VL-Tools. In §2.1 we provided
several examples of VL-Tool research. These examples have
the potential to stem further research, such as that laid out
in distributed tracing. These sorts of problems are often mo-
tivated by a need from practitioners who have adopted a
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tool. In general, VL-Tool research has flexibility in choos-
ing the data to capture, and changing use cases can cause
researchers to revisit these tools.
Beyond directly motivating new research directions, re-

search that closes the loop back to users provides a founda-
tion for subsequent work to both inherit and enhance. Fig-
ure 1 provides an example of this, where each work builds
upon ideas presented in the previous. In areas such as met-
ric dashboards, commonplace in industry today, systems
researchers can assume basic functionality that is common-
place and provides a starting point. In many other areas there
is a lack of these initial reference points.

3 SURVEY OF VL-TOOLS
In this section we conduct a survey of 1,274 research papers
published between 2017-2021 at six premier systems con-
ferences – ASPLOS, NSDI, OSDI, SIGCOMM, SoCC, SOSP.
Combined these venues represent systems research broadly
and cover a diverse range of topics.
The survey design is inspired by the “what, why, how?”

principle of visualisation research [34]. The principle helps
designers and researchers effectively present and explain
their work by asking: what is shown to the user; why is it
shown; and how is it shown. The questions are prompts for
describing three important aspects of visualisation research:
data abstractions (what), task abstractions (why), and visual
and interaction idioms (how). We are interested in these
aspects: given a tool, can we ascertain the data abstractions
relevant to the tool (what); the tasks expected of users (why);
and lastly, ideas or justification for presenting data to users
(how). Overall we map these aspects to five survey questions.

The survey was conducted by the lead author, whose pri-
mary expertise is visualisation, and cross-validated by three
systems researchers. In order to mitigate the risks associ-
ated with a single person surveying over 1,000 papers we
performed an extensive cross-validation of the results by
selecting a random subset of 50 papers and providing them
to three other researchers along with a guide on how to
execute the survey. From this cross validation, 100% of the
results matched with the lead author’s. In order to allow for
full scrutiny and further examination of the results we make
the full result set available1. Table 1 summarises the results.

Q1: Does the paper present a VL-Tool?
Yes/No/Unclear

From the survey of 1,274 papers, we found that 7.7% (98)
met the criteria for a VL-Tool: they describe tools with com-
plex output that must be actioned by human users. A further

1https://gitlab.mpi-sws.org/cld/sysviz

12 papers explicitly stated that their output took a non vi-
sual form and these are excluded from the further survey
questions and revisited in §4.2. From our 98 VL-Tool pa-
pers, 43 made explicit reference to utilising visualisation, the
remaining 55 discussed presenting complex output to the
users, potentially in a visual form, but did not explicitly state
its form. These 55 papers are included as they are highly
likely to utilise visualisation. We touch on this lack of clarity
in §3.1.
The remaining 1,164 papers were split into 1,039 (81.5%)

that did not present a VL-Tool at all and so were not relevant
to our survey. The non-relevant papers include tools that in-
tegrated into some external system and effectively outsource
all user interaction, e.g. reporting metrics to Prometheus [5].
The remaining 125 (9.8%) of papers could not be categorised.
The main reason for this would be that the work motivated
a problem for human users, but thereafter did not provide
any elaboration of the user’s role. For the rest of the survey
we do not consider the 125 ‘unclear’ papers.

Ultimately, we completed the full survey on 98 VL-Tool
papers that either explicitly utilised visualisation, or provided
complex output to a user in a potentially visual form.

Q2: Does the paper show a screenshot or mock-up?
Yes/No/Partial

We ask this question preemptively because many papers
use example screenshots as a vehicle to explain visualisation.
Of the 98 VL-Tool papers, 28.6% (28) include a screenshot or
mock-up.

59.2% (58) do not include a screenshot or mock-up. We did
not consider it sufficient to indicate the existence of a visual-
isation (e.g. in an overview diagram) without providing fur-
ther detail. 12.2% (12) do not include a screenshot or mock-up,
but provide some depiction of the visualisation beyond just
its existence. For example, Seer [16] depicts stylised Gantt
charts in its system overview diagram (Figure 2), thereby
indicating a data abstraction used by its visualisation and
is marked as “partial”. Papers that provide an overview di-
agram with no indication of the form of output, such as
TrackIO [13] are marked as “no”.

Q3: Does the paper explain the visualisation? (“What”)
Yes/No

This asks whether papers describe the data abstractions
output by the tool. A paper can satisfy this question regard-
less of including a screenshot; however, most papers make
reference to a screenshot. We accepted any explanation pro-
vided: detailed description in the text body; a brief figure

https://gitlab.mpi-sws.org/cld/sysviz
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Q1 (n=1,274) Q2 (n=98) Q3 (n=98) Q4 (n=98) Q5 (n=98)
Yes Unclear No Yes Partial No Yes No Yes No Yes No

% 7.7 9.8 81.5 28.6 12.2 59.2 37.8 62.2 17.4 82.6 12.2 87.8
Raw Count 98 125 1,039 28 12 58 37 61 17 81 12 86

Table 1: Full Survey Results

Figure 2: Seer [16] depicts stylised Gantt charts in its
system overview diagram, indicating a data abstraction
used by its visualisation

caption; or annotations directly in the screenshot. Most pa-
pers only provide one-line statements or figure captions.
Several, such as tpprof and SelfStarter [53][23], provide sub-
stantial detail. Of the 98 VL-Tool papers, 37.8% (37) explain
the user-facing output and 62.2% (61) do not provide any
explanation.

Q4: Does the paper motivate the visualisation?
(“Why”)

Yes/No

This question ties the visualisation back to the tasks the user
is expected to perform. We look for an explanation of why
the specific output is the right fit for the task at hand. For
example, Rex [32] is a tool for preventing misconfigurations
when developers update code but don’t update related con-
figuration files. The tool uses association rule mining, but
developers struggled to interpret this output, so instead the
tool presents concrete explanations and examples from prior
code commits. In general we accepted any explanation pro-
vided, including anecdotal, intuitive, or empirical evidence.
Of the 98 VL-Tool papers, 17.4% (17) motivate the visualisa-
tion and the remaining 82.6% (81) provide no justification.

Q5: Does the paper design user-facing components?
(“How”)

Yes/No

This question stretches the expectations of systems research,

yet we found that several papers dedicate significant atten-
tion to explaining how an effective visualisation could be im-
plemented, by proposing and/or implementing visual idioms.
For example, tpprof [53] discusses how visually aligning
network state heat-maps with network state subsequences
enables users to draw detailed conclusions about network
traffic patterns. We accepted any explanation of the visual pa-
rameters used to portray the data. Of the 98 VL-Tool papers,
12.2% (12) provide an explanation and 87.8% (86) provide no
explanation.

3.1 Takeaways

Most VL-Tool research omits visualisation details. De-
spite us identifying 110 papers (98 VL-Tool papers and the 12
non visualisation tool papers) that provided complex output
to users, only 50% of these explicitly state the form of their
output. In both work that does explicitly describe using visu-
alisation, and work that implies it, screenshots, descriptions,
and designs are absent for themajority beyond an initial prob-
lem motivation. Q1 identified a conservative lower bound of
7.7% of papers presenting VL-Tools; a further 9.6% of papers
not included in subsequent survey questions potentially also
include human-facing visualisation components, but this
wasn’t clear from the paper alone.
Most VL-Tool descriptions focus on “what” and not
“why”. Most research papers focus on making a VL-Tool
a reality, under the assumption that outputs can be made
useful for users. Though they may provide screenshots and
descriptions of what is provided as output (Q2, Q3), informa-
tion is often missing about why the data is needed and how
it maps to users’ tasks (Q4).
Work that provides implementation details provides
even more exposition. When VL-Tool research satisfies
the later survey questions and provides motivation descrip-
tion of how the visualisation was implemented, they often
satisfy the earlier questions too and provide significant expo-
sition of their output. Of the 12 papers that satisfied question
5, 9 provide a screenshot, 11 explain their visualisation and
6 motivate their visual representation – significantly higher
than the global average. We invite readers to carry out fur-
ther analysis of our results by downloading the full dataset.2

2https://gitlab.mpi-sws.org/cld/sysviz
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Industry papers are more user-centric. Of the 98 VL-
Tool papers, 52 were published by industrial research groups.
When these papers explicitly discuss having used visualisa-
tion (22 papers), they perform better than their non-industry
counterparts (21 papers): 50% provide screenshots compared
to 33%; 60% explain the visualisation (52% for non industry);
36% motivate their visualisation (19% non industry) and 18%
describe their implementation (14% non industry). We expect
that industrial researchers more directly draw from practical
evidence and needs.
VL-Tools are Datacentre-centric. Several common
themes emerge when we stratify our survey results by key
topics.We observe that VL-Tools often target datacentres and
clouds, they operate at the network and application level, and
common challenges include monitoring, debugging, analy-
sis and configuration. The prevalence of VL-Tools in these
areas is likely due to increased complexity, “always-on” sys-
tems, and a need to touch live systems when investigating
problems.
VL-Tools are on the rise. The number of VL-Tool papers
published across these conferences has steadily increased
since 2017: 15 in 2017; 18 in 2018; 23 in 2019; 29 in 2020 and
25 in 2021. We attribute this growth to a continuing shift in
software engineering practices towards a tighter integration
of development and operations and larger, continuously-
deployed systems.
Multi-modal Data is Commonplace. Combining data
sources is commonplace; e.g. debugging, performance op-
timisation, and configuration research often ties runtime
measurements back to source code and use paths and walks
through source code as data abstractions [31, 54]. Change
over time is commonplace due to code changes, workload
changes, and self-adaptation; differencing and comparison
are common task abstractions. Many VL-Tools today remain
myopic, yet live in a broader ecosystem; combining tools or
relating information between tools remains an open chal-
lenge [3, 24]. We also found that bug-localisation work [40]
whilst repeatedly identifying the importance of an end-users
interaction rarely addressed how this could be achieved.
These are all compelling future directions for VL-Tool
visualisation research.

Summary A common theme to all three opportunities
is exposition. Practitioners, visualisation researchers, and
systems researchers benefit when research closes the loop
between the VL-Tool and its human users. These opportuni-
ties only become available when systems research provides
details of how output from their tools is presented and how
human users are expected to interact with the tool. By ex-
plicitly laying out any challenges presented by this, and

providing solid details, researchers provide a starting point
for future work and adoption in our three highlighted areas.

4 CLOSING THE LOOP
This paper’s goal is to nudge researchers towards more ex-
position of the human-facing data outputs and visualisation
components of their VL-Tools. This is not a panacea to the
problem, but it is a good starting point. In this section, we
propose a concrete checklist for researchers to aid this task.

The philosophy of our checklist is to overshare.We request
only the details, and not qualitative arguments defending
choices.
1. Explain the user’s role. State that a user is required for
any part of the tool, even if: (1) it’s off the critical path; (2)
user interaction can be outsourced to some other system; or
(3) it requires no changes from prior tools. If the work is not
human-in-the-loop, but prior or related work is, state this
distinction. If human users motivate the work (introduction,
motivation), then clarify this role later (design, implementa-
tion).
2. Include a screenshot. State whether a visualisation was
implemented. If so, screenshots contextualise the work for
all audiences and reduce the burden on textual descriptions.
If space is a concern, defer to an appendix or link to examples
in a webpage or repository. If screenshots aren’t possible (e.g.
for privacy concerns) consider a stylised mock-up.
3. Describe the data outputs and visualisation. Not all readers
are domain experts, yet assuming knowledge was a common
pitfall in our survey. Describe the data types the tool visu-
alises and the outside data sources required to use the tool
(e.g. the source code base). Highlight differences between
this work and prior or related work, such as subtle changes
or additions to the visualisation. Avoid only an abstract spec-
ification: if a tool is designed to be flexible (e.g. “Dapper sup-
ports a map of key-value annotations” [48]) then describe the
common uses (“Programmers tend to use application-specific
annotations as a kind of distributed debug log file” ), the scale
of the output (“70% of all Dapper spans and 90% of all Dapper
traces have at least one application-specified annotation” ), and
expected outliers (“In many of the larger systems at Google, it
is not uncommon to find traces with thousands of spans” ).
4. Motivate the visualisation from the user’s perspective. Ex-
plain why the tool’s visual representation was the ‘right’ rep-
resentation for the user. This justification can be anecdotal,
intuition, or empirical evidence. In many cases the represen-
tation may already be justified by prior work, though this
should be revisited for any changes or additions. If possible,
decouple the justification from technical limitations of the
tool.
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5. Explain how you built it. If a visualisation was imple-
mented, describe any ideas or intuitions that went into it,
such as visual motifs that users found compelling, or estab-
lished visualisation design patterns that could be leveraged.
Conversely, if the visualisation was apparently trivial to im-
plement, say so.

4.1 Above and Beyond
Our checklist is pragmatic and establishes what we believe is
an easy baseline for VL-Tool research to achieve.We have not
argued for visualisation components to judiciously adhere to
visualisation design principles, nor that they be scientifically
evaluated if visualisation is not the scientific focus of the
paper. Exposition alone has substantial value.
Nonetheless, there are further steps that go above and

beyond our proposed checklist. To achieve rigor in the pre-
sentation of visualisation components, the well-established
“what, why, how” principle [34] from the visualisation re-
search literature describes how to explicitly state what data
the visualisation shows, why it shows that data, and how the
data is presented in a visual form provides sufficient expo-
sition for other interested researchers. A step further is to
scientifically evaluate aspects of the visualisation, which can
follow established principles for visualisation and UI evalua-
tion [2, 27]. In this paper we have not proposed a general set
of quantitative metrics for VL-Tools, but we hope that these
emerge in the future as more VL-Tools incorporate scientific
evaluation of visualisation components.
Several exemplar works demonstrate effective presenta-

tion of visualisation components. SelfStarter [23] is a VL-Tool
to detect misconfigured networks; the paper provides clear
explanations and examples of output, motivates the need for
visualisation, and explains the visual techniques employed –
without detracting from the paper’s technical contributions.
SecureCode [9] is a VL-Tool to detect risky infrastructure
scripts; the paper presents a mostly textual visualisation, yet
places the human user front and center, and gives clear expo-
sition of the problem’s impact on intended users. The gold
standard of visualisation presentation is naturally found in
the visualisation research community; exemplar works such
as CloudDet [51] are featured in the applications track of
conferences like IEEE VIS.

4.2 Beyond Visualisation
In this paper we have focused on VL-Tools, defined as tools
that produce complex outputs and have human users who
benefit from data visualisations. However, a broad range of
systems research work involves human users in other con-
texts. A notable example are high-level programming APIs
that aim to simplify programming for users, such as MapRe-
duce [11], Spark [4], and TensorFlow [1]. Additionally, there

exist commercial products that utilise non-visual modali-
ties for interaction, such as smart speakers with no display
which rely solely on audio interaction and output. Human-
in-the-Loop tool research may, in the future, also expand and
begin to utilise non-visual modalities too. Moreover, there
already exists systems research, such as Net2Text [8], which
produces purely textual complex output and relies on hu-
man interaction. We believe that the checklist and general
concepts discussed in this paper can extend to other sys-
tems works that incorporate elements of HCI. Concretely,
this work can form the basis for understanding how systems
research should present the “interface” to human users – the
key concepts, interactions and expectations bridging users
to tools.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we described the important role of visualisa-
tion in systems research through Visualisation-in-the-Loop
Tools (VL-Tools). We advocated the benefits of effective doc-
umentation and presentation of visualisation components,
both for the systems community and to a wider audience
(§2). We surveyed 1,274 research papers (§3) published at
systems conferences over the last 5 years and found that a
significant proportion describe VL-Tools that rely on humans
to interpret complex data outputs, with implicit or explicit
visualisation components. We found that less than 40% of
these works included any form of example output, example
visualisation, or explanation thereof. Moreover, we found
that less than 20% of papers surveyed motivated the design or
described the implementation of visualisation components.

To address this, we have advocated that an ideal VL-Tool
publication would provide example screenshots of visualisa-
tions, explain the data outputs and presentation, motivate
the visual representation, and explain how the visualisation
was implemented. We provide a checklist built on our sur-
vey to aid future researchers in presenting their user-facing
tools to facilitate the most benefit and exposition of their
work. Several options exist to enable this exposition without
impinging on the limited page real-estate; for example, in-
clusion in appendices; expanded technical report versions of
the paper; and even dual-publications in systems and visual-
isation venues.

Exposition is a low barrier to entry for systems researchers.
It is only a step towards addressing the problems raised in
this paper, yet it is a valuable step: a lack of exposition only
serves to exacerbate those problems. By including visuali-
sation in the presentation of VL-Tools, papers elevate the
human user and highlight their importance to the work. We
believe that this first step can serve as a stepping stone to
increase the reach of systems research and ultimately help
establish meaningful collaborations between systems and
visualisation researchers and communities.
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